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Wednesday March 31, 2021

Attending: Judith Bush, Tom Barton, Lucy Lynch, Alan Buxey, Laura Paglione, Craig Lee, Dedra Chamberlain, David Walker

Regrets:

Agenda:

1. Review latest edits to the [draft Fed2 report](https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vr728JXAFVH3agjnbeueV9NLjB_OKHdET?usp=sharing)
2. AOB

The WG reviewed Craig’s substantial contribution. Dedra thought of two further examples perhaps to be added to the report:

- Airline and Insurance industries leverage “federation services” provided by the big companies in these sectors that have many of the other companies in the sector as their customers.
- Mergers & acquisitions. Parent company incorporates new subsidiaries, uses federation to integrate disparate IAM systems.

Craig thought of yet another: feature film supply chain, as one example of supply chain use cases for federation.

Lucy: airspace itself is sort of a multilateral federation.

Laura: proposed amendment to the report’s structure to flow Craig’s contributions into/across (cf. “Context Beyond R&E Federations” top level section).
Lucy: Privacy Pass work: https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/privacypass/about/
which is related to google ID verification efforts. As the big centralized federations mature, they
start to need some of the things that have been developed for Academic Interfederation.

For the next call:
- Craig will refactor his material into the sections Laura created.
- Laura will complete her pass over the Recommendations section.

Once that’s done, the WG will go top-to-bottom through the report to ensure that it reflects the
themes and ideas we’ve discussed, all in a reasonable flow. That initially complete draft report
will be put through the REFEDS Consultation process. The WG’s final effort will be to take
Consultation feedback into account in producing a final version of the report, and to respond to
each bit of feedback provided.